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Market
Environment
Population development Frankfurt/Rhine-Main
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Frankfurt

Inhabitants (03/2018): Frankfurt 741,093 (12/2017) / Wiesbaden 289,827 / Mainz 215,218 /
Darmstadt 160,868 / Offenbach 136,140

Unemployment rate Frankfurt/Rhine-Main
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Unemployment rate (05/2018): Frankfurt 5.4 % / Wiesbaden 6.9 % / Mainz 5.4 % / Darmstadt 5.2 % /
Offenbach 9.2 % / Deutschland 5.1 %
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Purchasing power per capita Frankfurt/Rhine-Main
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Purchasing power per capita (2018): Frankfurt €26,212 / Wiesbaden €25,553 / Mainz €24,726 /
Darmstadt €24,895 / Offenbach €21,355 / Germany €22,949
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Traffic situation Frankfurt/Rhein-Main
Air traffic

Passenger numbers at Frankfurt Airport reached peak level
of about 64.5 million in 2017 (+6.1 % compared to the
previous year). Same applied to cargo volumes, which
increased by 3.6 % to more than 2.2 million tonnes.

Rail traffic

Frankfurt central station is the most important ICE hub in
Germany. More than 630 long-distance and local trains
per day, 1,100 S-Bahn trains (regional trains) and 350,000
visitors and travellers.

Highway traffic

Central hub for Germany’s long-distance road network
with five motorway links. Frankfurter Kreuz is the busiest
motorway junction in Germany with about 335,000 vehicles
per day.

The population in the Rhine-Main area
continued to rise over the past 12 months,
with all five cities in the region (Frankfurt
am Main, Wiesbaden, Mainz, Darmstadt
and Offenbach) registering an increase in
the number of inhabitants. Frankfurt was in
the lead with a 1.6 % increase, although
the 2017 year-end figure had to be used
here since more recent figures were unavailable. It was followed by Offenbach,
which recorded a 1.5 % population increase year year-on on-year by the end of
March 2018.
The structural data for the economy was
also still generally positive. For example,
unemployment fell in all five cities in a yearon-year comparison. The average decrease in the rate of unemployment between May 2017 and May 2018 was 0.5
percentage points, which was in line with
the German average. Mainz (-0.8 percentage points to 5.4 %) and Darmstadt (-0.7
percentage points to 5.2 %) experienced
the sharpest declines in the recent period.
Offenbach is still the city with the highest
rate of unemployment (9.2 %), although
the rate has now fallen well below the
10 % threshold.
This situation is not expected to change in
the coming months. Economic surveys
conducted by the Chambers of Industry
and Commerce for Frankfurt as well as the
wider Hesse region yielded positive results. Assessments of the current situation
as well as future expectations remained at
a high level. Moreover, companies in the
transport industry even surpassed the
cross-sectoral result in their assessment
of the current situation, although they are
slightly more sceptical about their future
development. However, with around 90 %
of the respondents, positive ratings far
outweighed more negative views at both
district and state level.

Market Data
Take-up (lettings and owner occupation – in 1,000 sqm)
Take-up (in thousand sqm)
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Take-up according to unit size H1 2018
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Take-up according to industry H1 2018
9.6 %

Transport, Warehouse & Logistics
13.4 %
Trade
44.1 %

Manufacturing

32.9 %

Source: NAI apollo

Others & n/a

Definition market area
NAI apollo defines the Frankfurt/Rhine-Main market area for logistics
and warehouses as the relevant available logistics and warehouse
space between the cities of Butzbach in the north and Worms in the
south, as well as between Bingen in the west and Aschaffenburg in
the east.
The City of Frankfurt am Main forms the central point of the sub-market described.

Rental activity on the market for warehouse and logistics space in the RhineMain region weakened slightly in the second quarter of 2018 following a good start
to the year. Take-up by tenants and
owner-occupiers
reached
about
155,000 sqm in the last three months, a
decrease of 7.2 % compared to the first
quarter of the year. The half-year take-up
volume amounted to about 322,000 sqm,
which represents a 12.8 % decline compared to the first half of 2017.
One difference from previous years that
was already noticeable in the first quarter
was further exacerbated in the second
one: a decline in take-up of large-scale
spaces. Some 13 contract signings accounting for a total of 191,000 sqm in the
“5,000-sqm plus” category compares with
18 deals and 265,000 sqm in H1 2017
and 19 deals and 263,000 sqm in H1
2016. This corresponds to a 70,000 sqm
or almost 30 % decline in take-up in this
size category, which clearly influenced the
overall result. At the same time, the
“10,000-sqm plus” category continued to
play an important role on the market in the
first half of the year. This segment alone
accounts for almost half of the overall
take-up volume.
The largest deal completed in the past six
months is the lease for 32,500 sqm signed
by Rewe in M-Port³ on the Mönchhof site
in Kelsterbach. This is followed by the
25,000 sqm owner-occupier project being
undertaken by logistics company Group7,
also on the Mönchhof site. Other large
deals include the contracts signed by a logistics company in Biblis for more than
17,500 sqm and by online retailer Gorilla
Sports for more than 15,000 sqm. Also
worth noting are two lease contracts
signed by toom Baumarkt GmbH in the
VGP-Park in Rodgau for a total of
30,000 sqm. NAI apollo was involved in
both deals. Influenced by the large deals,
the transport, warehouse and logistics industry remained the most active tenant
group

Market Data
Development of rents Frankfurt am Main
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with a 44.1 % market share or
142,000 sqm, followed by trade with
32.9 % or 106,000 sqm and manufacturing with 13.4 % or 43,000 sqm.

Prime rent logistics space ≥ 5,000 sqm (in €/sqm)
Prime rent warehouse/logistics space - including industrial parks (in €/sqm)
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Selection of large current project developments 2018
Groß-Gerau – 106,000 sqm
Construction of the “Nextpark GG RheinMain” on the former Südzucker site in Groß-Gerau
by FOUR PARX GmbH. The logistics park is scheduled for completion in Q4 2018.
Approx. 40,000 sqm of hall space is still available for rent.
Kelsterbach – 53,000 sqm
Construction of the “M-Port³ logistics park” by the joint venture of Fraport and MP Holding,
with the first building section containing about 28,000 sqm of hall space scheduled for
completion by the end of August 2018. The logistics hall has already been sold to Deka
Immobilien. A further 25,000 sqm of space will be available following the completion of
the second building phase.

Speculative development by Dietz AG on the inter-communal industrial zone called Limes
that extends over the Hammersbach, Limeshain and Büdingen districts. Around
40,000 sqm of logistics space will be constructed in the first phase, and a further
150,000 sqm of hall space could be built in phases 2 to 4.

Source: NAI apollo

Hammersbach – 40,000 sqm

Selection of large completed developments 2018
Bürstadt – 33,000 sqm
Completion of the “South-West” Rossmann distribution centre in the “Am Brückelsgraben
North” industrial area by Dietz AG, which has signed a 10-year lease contract with the
drugstore chain.
Bischofsheim – 19,000 sqm
Completion of the first phase of the SEGRO Logistics Park with around 16,000 sqm of hall
space plus office and mezzanine space, which was rented to SLL System Lager Logistik
GmbH, part of the Rigterink logistics group, at the end of 2017. A further 25,000 sqm of
hall space will be built in the second phase, of which 50 % is still vacant.
Completion of the “SEGRO Park Mörfelden” by SEGRO. The industrial park comprises
three buildings with a total rental area of about 18,000 sqm, of which around two thirds is
hall space and one third is service and office space.

Source: NAI apollo

Mörfelden-Walldorf – 18,000 sqm

Outlook next 12 months
Stock
Vacancy

Prime rent
Average rent

Source: NAI apollo

Take-up

A striking feature of recent months has
been the decline in the number of leases
in project developments, which had dominated the market in the last few years,
particularly in the large-scale segment.
This category accounted for 81,000 sqm
or a 25.2 % share. In the first half of 2017,
these types of deals still generated
193,000 sqm or 52.2 %. In contrast, the
proportion of take-up generated by leases
in existing buildings increased from
39.3 % (H1 2017 with 145,000 sqm) to
60.9 % (H1 2018 with 196,000 sqm). The
percentages of owner-occupier projects
(11.5 %) and purchases (2.3 %) are small
in comparison.
Many large (partially) speculative project
developments are approaching completion, including the first phase of construction of M-Port³, the Nextpark-GG-RheinMain and the "Fliegerhorst" development
in Erlensee. However, further new developments in the large-space segment with
space still available to rent are in the pipeline or are already under construction, including projects by Dietz AG in Hammersbach, Limeshain and Büdingen, by Panattoni in Rodenbach, and projects in Ginsheim-Gustavsburg by MP Holding among
others. Also worth pointing out are the
second construction phases of M-Port³
and the SEGRO Logistics Park in Bischofsheim, where large hall spaces can be
provided quite quickly.
Over the coming months, NAI apollo expects to see no significant increase in
take-up activity despite the positive economic outlook for the transport industry.
Existing space requirements point to a stabilisation at the current level. For this reason, NAI apollo predicts the full-year result
to be in the range of the 10-year average
of 552,000 sqm.

Submarkets
Submarkets, rents and available logistics stock Q2 2018

North-East
3.50 – 5.00 €/sqm
North-West
3.50 – 6.50 €/sqm

Frankfurt
3.00 – 7.60 €/sqm
Wiesbaden/Mainz
3.00 – 5.60 €/sqm

East
3.00 – 5.00 €/sqm

South-East
3.50 – 6.30 €/sqm
South-West
3.20 – 6.95 €/sqm

Top 5 – Key Facts
Logistics strongholds
Average
and prime rent for logistics space (≥ 5,000 m²) Q2 2018
18,6
Prime rent in €/sqm
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Average rent in €/sqm

Prime yields Q2 2018
Prime retail yields

Prime logistics yields

Berlin

2.90 %

2.90 %

4.40 %

Dusseldorf

3.40 %

3.20 %

4.40 %

Frankfurt a. M.

3.20 %

3.00 %

4.40 %

Hamburg

3.05 %

3.00 %

4.40 %

Munich

2.95 %

2.85 %

4.35 %

Ø = 3.10 %

Ø = 3.00 %

Ø = 4.40 %

Total

Source: NAI apollo

Prime office yields

Frankfurt/Rhine-Main
Top take-up H1 2018
Tenant / owner occupier

Utility area in sqm

Kelsterbach / Raunheim

Rewe

approx. 32.500

Kelsterbach / Raunheim

Group7

approx. 25,000

Rodgau

toom Baumarkt

approx. 20,000

Biblis

Logistics Provider

approx. 17,500

Groß-Gerau

Gorilla Sports

approx. 15,000

Source: NAI apollo

Property + Location

Top investments H1 2018
In der Kammerwiese / Ginsheim-Gustavsburg

Purchaser
Bayerische Versorgungskammer

Utility area in sqm
approx. 28,000

Gewerbepark / Egelsbach

Frasers Property (part of a logistics portfolio)

approx. 27,000

Zum Fliegerhorst / Erlensee

Standard Life Aberdeen

approx. 26,000

An der Trift / Dreieich

Frasers Property (part of a logistics portfolio)

approx. 20,000

Mariechen-Graulich-Straße / Flörsheim am Main

Standard Life Aberdeen

approx. 18,000

Source: NAI apollo
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